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Abstract. Social network analysis widely uses graph techniques. Only
in rare cases results obtained from the graph models are validated against
“ground truth” and are directly applicable to objects in the investigated
domain. Like extraneous solutions in mathematics, ungrounded mecha-
nistic analogies and incorrect interpretation of indirect ties for intransi-
tive relations as well as usage of “path” concept for social networks may
lead to not invertible results having no evidence outside the used graph
model. The author investigates unimodal networks with dyadic ties, pro-
vides several examples of correct and incorrect applications as well as
recover roots of incorrectness.
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1 Introduction
Together with physical networks like transportation and computer-related net-
works, also social networks comprising actors (humans or human-based struc-
tures like companies, parties, and social groups) and relationships (ties, inter-
actions) between them are investigated via attributed graphs. Excellent general
overview of the history of graph usage in social network analysis is given in
[1], while [2] contains in-depth analysis and description of graphs in network
analysis.
In this paper, unimodal networks with dyadic ties of single type among them
will be investigated. Example of such social network is depicted in Figure 1.
We will provide a clear line between network as real-world phenomena and
its model – graph. Term “graph” here is used in the narrow sense of the word
exclusively in connection with graph theory and has nothing with things like in-
fographics, charts, and functions. It is assumed that relationships in the network
should be verifiable without using any model including graphs.
Such division is not obvious since many authors use network and graph terms
interchangeably: “My apologies here for the mixed terminology: edge and node
are from graph theory; tie and actor are social network terms. You will need
to be familiar with both usages, and I will use them interchangeably.” [3] In
others network terms are simply given as “synonyms” of graph terms [4]: “Actor:
Fig. 1. Attributed graph of the social network.
also called a node or a vertex” [5], “Most often, nodes are individuals, such
as individual persons or chimpanzees.” [6], “... the propagation of a sexually-
transmitted disease that spreads along the edges of a graph.” [7].
Despite the fact that such interviewing justifies naturality of graph concepts
for network analysis, it puts reader under the delusion that all graph and network
concepts can be used interchangeably and obtained results applied to the initial
network in a simple and straightforward way.
We will divide the process of network analysis using graphs into three sepa-
rate steps as schematically depicted in Fig. 2:
– N – obtaining an attributed graph from the real-life network
– A – performing analysis on the graph
– C – applying analysis results and conclusions from graph back to the network
Social network analysts follow this schema usually not clearly subdividing
whole process in a separate steps. If network and graph terms are used inter-
changeably, this gives illusion that step N is not necessary and step A is (or can
be) performed on the entities of the initial network. However, analysis always
is based on the graphs and so any existing approach should be easily transfer-
able to the described three-step schema even if it seems unnecessary puristic.
In general, the same schema “create model – analyze model – apply results to
the network” can be used also if there is chosen different network model instead
graphs.
Fig. 2. The process of network analysis using graphs: N – obtaining attributed graph,
A – performing analysis, C – applying analysis results
In this paper, we will assume that first two steps N and A are processed
correctly and are completed, i.e. all known information (and nothing else) from
the network is correctly transferred to the graph and all operations within the
graph are performed in strong correspondence with graph theory.
This assumption is essential since in the literature there are mentioned sev-
eral sources of incorrectness of these steps. For example, speaking about social
networking services in [8]: “Unfortunately, many members of these sites try to
connect with as many people as possible – whether they know them or not. This
creates many false links/connections in the LinkedIn and Facebook databases.
Two people might show to be connected, but they really are not – one person
was too embarrassed to turn down a “friend request” from a total stranger.” As
well there might be attempts to “enrich” data by adding ties which are not ob-
served since “it is wiser to look for more relaxed structures” [4] (an introduction
of quasi-cliques).
The main focus of the paper will be on the step C of applying graph results
back to the network, since “The main goal of social network analysis is detecting
and interpreting patterns of social ties among actors.” [9]
Attention to the correctness of this step in the social network analysis lit-
erature is surprisingly low. Just a few authors [10,11] emphasize necessary to
validate results obtained from graphs with respect to the original network. The
value of network structure investigation separately also is disputed: “More gener-
ally, the experimental approach adopted here suggests that empirically observed
network structure can only be meaningfully interpreted in light of the actions,
strategies, and even perceptions of the individuals embedded in the network:
Network structure alone is not everything.” [12]
Similar critical thoughts aimed at inappropriate usage of numbers in general
we can found in [13]: “Numbers have become so familiar that we no more worry
about when and why we use them than we do about natural language. We have
lost the warning bells in our head that remind us that we may be using numbers
inappropriately. They have entered (and sometimes dominate) our language of
thought.”
In this paper, we will demonstrate that concept of “path” as a chain of
consecutive ties or “connectivity” which is natural for graphs and have good
analogs in substantial networks is not always applicable to social networks, and
it is easy to get wrong conclusions based on such models.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives short insight in graph con-
cepts, Section 3 describes the general process of building attributed graphs from
real-life networks. In the following Sections 4,5,6 and 7 problems with indirect
ties and incorrect use of several concepts in social networks due to intransitivity
of ties are discussed. Transmission of messages is analyzed in Section 8. Several
examples are analyzed thoroughly in the Section 9. Conclusions are given in
Section 10.
2 Beyond the basics of the graph theory
The author assumes that reader is familiar with graph concepts [2,9,14], but
would like to briefly remind some important graph features from the viewpoint
of graph theory.
Definition 1. A graph is defined by two sets – set V of objects from some
domain and set E of object pairs (v1, v2), where v1, v2 ∈ V .
Elements of V are called vertices or nodes, while elements of E are called arcs
(if order of objects in pairs is important) or edges (if order is not important).
A particular graph by definition is static structure - V and E are fixed and
“analysis of graph” means analyzing these two sets. Straightforward outcome
from this fact is that graph models of dynamic networks can be just snapshots
at some time moment or describe underlying static structure.
The graph itself doesn’t contain “historical” information how sets V and E
are created and why these sets contain exactly these elements. “Meaning” of
V and E is out of scope from the viewpoint of the defined graph. Therefore, if
there is intent to apply results obtained from the graphs to the initial network,
meaning should be somehow kept beside just bare graph sufficient for graph-
based analysis. The simplest form is adding attributes to the vertices and/or
edges, like labels are added to the vertices in the graph depicted in Fig. 3.
During graph analysis labels or other attributes do not play any role and are
used just to keep a backward connection between graph and the initial network.
However, simple labeling may be useless (like in Figure 1) if the reader is not
familiar with described domain and labels are too weak for a proper “decoding”.
Let’s investigate one more example.
In the example depicted in Figure 3 three graphs are isomorphic and since
only structural relations matter, characteristics of all three graphs are the same.
For the analysis of graph properties (b) may be used while texts nearby vertices
in (a) and (c) are used just for backward reference to the corresponding network.
Judging from the names some network of cities from USA (a) and Europe (c)
are depicted by these graphs.
Fig. 3. Isomorphic graphs.
Assuming that (a) and (c) depicts real networks, let’s focus on them and try
to answer the following questions:
 Since names of cities are given, is it possible to determine what networks are
depicted in the corresponding graphs?
 Are relationships between cities in both networks the same?
 Is Jacksonville and Raleigh connected in the same way as their structural
analogs Oslo and Riga?
Most probably it will be impossible to give certain answers to these questions
without additional information. If we add information that in the (a) relationship
means “is connected by railroad”, it becomes possible to give partial answer to
the first question: “In (a) small fragment of USA railroad network is depicted”
as well give negative answers to the last two questions since Riga and Oslo is
not connected by railroad and therefore relationship in (c) obviously differs from
(a).
However, this knowledge gives nothing to recover relationships in (c) while
structural symmetry still encourages to provide parallels with (a). We will return
to this example in the Section 5.
So the overall conclusion is straightforward - graph alone cannot be used to
judge about initial network if we do not know network details – what objects
and relationships are depicted.
3 From network to graph
Let’s investigate simple example how graph can be obtained from a particular
network. Let’s try to describe set of movies, assuming that each movie consists
of several episodes and each actor of a particular movie performs in at least
one episode. Our goal will be investigation of collaborative work of movie ac-
tors and we will be interested in a relationships “Actors X and Y performed
together in the same episode”. What is the most appropriate way how to build
the corresponding graph?
The usual way is to define single vertex for each actor and provide an edge
for each appearance together in an episode. If information about all movies
is collected together losing information in which movie this collaboration took
place, we can get graph like in the Fig. 4(a) where appearing in the same episode
in some movie for six actors A, B, C, D, E and F is shown. Edge between any
pair of vertices denotes that corresponding actors performed together at least in
one episode in the same movie.
However, this is not the only way. If we use multi-layer graphs [15] and focus
on a separate movies, we can create separate graph (or graph “on a separate
sheet”) for each movie, like in the Fig. 4(b). In the movie M1 performed A, B,
C, E and F, while in the M2 performed B, C, D, E and F. As a result, there can
be several vertices representing the same person in a different movies.
Fig. 4. Graphs obtained from the same network – (a) neglecting particular movie
information, (b) multi-layer graph with separate graph for each movie
It should be pointed out that facts obtained from network and depicted are
the same for both graphs. From the viewpoint of graph theory, both obtained
graphs are correct (all actors are depicted as vertices and all appearances in
the same episode are depicted as edges). Due its simplicity “all in one” way of
modeling is preferred by network analysts, while other possible approaches are
not investigated. However, conclusions obtained from graphs can essentially differ
depending on the chosen approach. In our example question “Does the actors X
and Y ever performed in the same episode?” can be answered from both versions
while “Does the actors X and Y ever performed in the same movie?” cannot be
answered from 4(a) if there is no edge between particular vertices. So, answer is
“yes” for D and E while “no” for their structural analog D and A.
Chosen graph model highly depends on research purpose. For example, if the
intention is to investigate pairwise collaboration for a particular actor expressive
characteristic of each vertex (an ego) is obtained by investigating its induced
1-step sub-graph (referred as egonet) [16]. In the given example egonet with ego
B can be better explored directly in the “all (collaborations) in one” graph (Fig.
4 (a)). To obtain number of different B partners in some episode, we should
only calculate degree of vertex B (2). Collection of the same information for
the multi-layer graph needs some preprocessing like creation of virtual vertex B′
where all appearances of B are collected together.
4 Direct and indirect ties
For direct ties, there is a straightforward bi-directional correspondence between
graph objects and real-life artifacts.
If there are two pairs of mutual friends A and B, B and C, C and D then
this can be depicted as simple graph (see Fig. 5):
Fig. 5. Graph of three friendships
If two persons are friends, then there will be an edge between corresponding
vertices, and there will be no edge if they are not. To discover whether two
persons are friends we should take a look at the corresponding attributed graph
of friendships, find vertices marked by person’s names and check whether there
is an edge between them or not. So we can ascertain that graph corresponds to
the real life as far only direct ties are investigated. Building the graph relation
“friendship” is assumed to be static - for a particular pair of persons it either
takes place or not. It should be possible to verify this relationship without graph
– “yes/no” answer of all involved persons X to the question “Is Y your friend?”
should conform to the previously gathered information.
But what we can say about an indirect relationships between pair of persons
not tied directly, like A and D? Definitely, they are not friends (absence of
an edge between corresponding vertices). Are they familiar? Maybe yes (but
then they are not friends) and maybe not – relationship “is familiar” was not
described in the initial set of facts for persons not being friends and therefore
is not presented in the graph regardless way of coding. As a consequence, it is
not possible to decide which option takes place without additional information
about relationships besides friendship in the observed network.
Since network of friends is a popular standard example and several authors
speak about “transitivity of friendship” in terms “it is a tendency for friends of
friends to be friends” [5] or “the enemy of my enemy is my friend” [6, p.22]. In
real examples “a friend of a friend is friend” may be “with high probability” [17]
but far from taking place always.
There is always a possibility to introduce artificial indirect relationships like
“secondary friends”(i.e. there is common friend for both), but such relationships
are not simply observable in the initial network without seeing graph. For exam-
ple, for a randomly chosen person it should be hard to correctly answer question
“Is Y you secondary friend?” for all persons besides friends in the network.
In general, any assertion about relationships between persons not tied di-
rectly (as A and D in the Fig. 5) is just assumption which can not be justified
from the given data.
5 Path concept
Let’s continue with few more concepts from the graph theory.
Definition 2. Path connecting two vertices u and v is an edge between them
or a chain of consecutive edges via other vertices starting in u and ending in v.
The path is a natural concept for graphs. Due to graph abstraction, it is
always possible to perform an arbitrary number of simple steps from a vertex to
a neighbor vertex via edge. We also can count steps performed.
Definition 3. Length of a path is number of edges in this path.
Also, we can introduce term “connectivity”.
Definition 4. Two vertices are connected if there exists a path between
them.
Definition 5. Distance between two vertices is a length of the shortest path
connecting these vertices or ∞ if vertices are not connected.
Definition 6. Connected component is such subset of vertices in an undi-
rected graph that there is a path between any two vertices from this subset.
There is no vertex outside this subset having an edge to any vertex from the
subset. An isolated vertex also is a connected component.
Definition 7. Clique is a subset of vertices in an undirected graph such that
there is an edge between every two distinct vertices from this subset. There is
no vertex outside this subset having edges with all vertices from the subset. An
isolated vertex also is a clique.
Cliques together with n-chains (i.e. paths of length n) are introduced in the
paper investigating group structures in social networks [18].
Connectivity in graphs as well as usage of terms “walk”, “trail”, “path” [19,
p.12] is so intrinsic that social network analysts neglect the necessity to define
corresponding constructs in the investigated domain and takes for the granted
meaningful existence of them also there. In [20] necessity to choose the right
approach to characterize connectedness for indirect ties is discussed still not
raising the question about the correctness of concept in general.
6 Relationships in a graph-based social network analysis
model
Let us divide the class of all graphs into two disjoint classes – graphs where each
connected component is a clique (SC) and all other graphs (SN ).
A typical representative of the social network model is a graph where it
is possible to find a connected component which is not a clique and therefore
belongs to SN . Representatives of these classes are depicted in Fig. 6.
Non-completeness of at least one component is based on the observation that
in real networks perfect structures are rare: “However, large cliques are difficult
to find in real data because it is sufficient for one edge not to be present to
break the clique, and in social graphs edges can be missing for many reasons,
e.g., because of unreported data or just because even in a tight group there can
be two individuals that do not get well together.” [4]. Similarly, “Those nodes
Fig. 6. Representatives of SC (A, B) and SN (C, D).
whose neighbors are very well connected (near-cliques) or not connected (stars)
turn out to be “strange”: in most social networks, friends of friends are often
friends, but either extreme (clique/star) is suspicious.” [16]. And, “Obviously,
social networks are neither complete not one-dimensional.” [21].
If there are separate connected components, they could be investigated sep-
arately [22]. In a case of few outliers, the focus is paid to the main group ex-
cluding outliers from the further analysis. Also, the opposite is possible – when
researchers look for anomalies in the graphs [23].
Definition 8. A binary relation R over a set of objects O is transitive if for
any three objects o1, o2, o3 ∈ O o1Ro2 and o2Ro3 implies o1Ro3.
We demonstrated intransitivity of friendship relationship using example in
the Section 4, but let’s prove several propositions for two relationships: E =
“there exists an edge between two vertices” and P = “there exists a path between
two vertices” for the graphs from SC and SN .
Proposition 1. Relationship E over the set of all g ∈ SC vertices is tran-
sitive.
Proof. Since g ∈ SC , all connected components c ⊆ g are cliques, then for
any vi ∈ c viEvj and vjEvk imply that also vj , vk ∈ c. Each vertex in clique is
connected with all other vertices in clique. Therefore transitivity requirement is
fulfilled: viEvj and vjEvk imply viEvk. uunionsq
Proposition 2. Relationship E over the set of all g ∈ SN vertices is not
transitive.
Proof. Since g ∈ SN , there exists connected component c ⊆ g being not
clique. There exists two vertices vx ∈ c and vy ∈ c not connected by edge. Since c
is connected, there exists shortest path connecting vx and vy: vxEv1, v1Ev2, ..., vnEvy
with n(n ≥ 1) intermediate vertices v1, v2, ..., vn ∈ c. Let us look to any three
consecutive vertices vi, vj and vk on the path vxv1v2...vnvy. There is no edge
between vi and vk – otherwise there exists shorter path directly connecting vi
and vk not containing vj . Since given path is the shortest, this is impossible and
we found three vertices breaking transitivity requirement: viEvj and vjEvk does
not imply viEvk. uunionsq
Proposition 3. Relationship P over the set of all g ∈ SN vertices is tran-
sitive.
Proof. By definition there are no vertices from a distinct connected com-
ponents having relationship P . For any two vertices vx and vy from the same
connected component takes place vxPvy. Therefore any three vertices vx, vy, vz
having vxPvy and vyPvz belongs to the same connected component and satisfy
transitivity requirement since there exists path from vx to vz: vxPvz. uunionsq
Proposition 4. Relationship P over the set of all g ∈ SC vertices is tran-
sitive.
Proof. The same as for Proposition 3.
Propositions show that in the case of SN there is the essential difference
between direct and indirect ties (or paths having length 1 and greater than 1) –
direct ties cannot be simply considered as a special case of longer paths or
paths automatically having the same features as direct ties. Features of indirect
ties in the social network should be defined separately and they can not be
simply deduced from the direct ones.
Now we return to the example depicted in Figure 3 (c) and reveal secret
that ties in this network are defined as “there exists railroad connection between
cities or there is the same number of letters in the names of cities written in
English”. The provided graph is formally correct while of low value for investi-
gating indirect ties in the initial network of cities. It is not obvious that there
is any valuable relationship between not connected cities defined for any pair of
them. Until defining such relationship (analog to P in the theoretical model),
there is no sense to talk about anything based on the path concept.
Only having meaningful path explanation it is worth to calculate distances
between vertices, seek for shortest paths between pairs of vertices and calculate
an overwhelming number of different graph metrics to analyze graph properties.
7 Roots of an incorrect application of graphs
Questions about the correctness of representation almost never arose in physical
networks - if roads are modeled, then it is possible to walk, run, ride using
several roads in a row, electric current can pass several consecutive wires without
a doubt. However, we can clearly see difference between static structure (road,
wires) and dynamic processes which use this structure (someone walking, electric
current passing).
A usual way to explain social networks is providing an analogy with the static
structure of some physical network and further exploit analogy of dynamics on
an intuitive basis. Road or pipeline networks as well as electric circuits [24] are
a few such analogs.
In [6, p.3] is written about “interactions” forming “flows”: “Flows may be
intangibles, such as beliefs, attitudes, norms, and so on, that are passed from
person to person. They can also consist of physical resources such as money or
goods.” Or, “Perhaps foremost among these is the idea that things often travel
across the edges of a graph, moving from vertex to vertex in sequence – this could
be a passenger taking a sequence of airline flights, a piece of information being
passed from person to person in a social network, or a computer user or piece of
software visiting a sequence of Web pages by following links.” [25]. “Information
flows” are also mentioned in [8]: “Employees who are included in key information
flows and communities of knowledge are more dedicated and have a much higher
rate of retention.” In [26] “attitude influencing” and “emotional support” are
mixed together with “e-mail broadcast” and “mitotic reproduction”.
Semantics of terms “walk”, “trail”, “path” assumes dynamics – that there
is possibility to “walk”, “move” or “carry something” via path. Also in graphs
is used term “flow” (e.g. “maximum flow”) assuming that there is something
able to “flow” even as a quantitative abstraction. Network modeling by graphs
implies “possibility to travel” via edges or chain of consecutive edges without
limitations. Like investigating description of the network – famous bridges of
Ko¨nigsberg by Leonhard Euler (and considered being the first paper in graph
theory) [27] it is assumed that there are no limits to walk using any of the
available pathways.
All topological metrics of distance class used also for exploring social net-
works (like diameter, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and eigenvector
centrality) are based on concept “path in a graph” [28].
Physical networks may easy “blindfold” social network analysts if they hastily
assume that social ties have the same characteristics as tangible ties in physical
networks. Author insists that there is essential difference whether in the orig-
inal network there is natural flow of things or a way to walk (money transfer,
selling of goods, travelling of a particular person, surfing via links from one web
page to the next) or the network is formed from a static direct ties (friendship,
having the same beliefs, conversations, asking for advice, e-mail communication,
collaborative work) and there is no tangible and stable indirect flow between
connected actors.
If for the physical networks dynamic processes are justified (like electric cur-
rent can pass several wires if they are connected), there are no general analogs
for social networks!
Particularly interesting and confusing is the usage of the analogy of electric
current when social ties “name of a person X is mentioned together with a name
of a person Y on the same web page within a window of approximately ten words
of one another” are investigated [29]. It is declared, that there is some “current”
from Alan Turing to Sharon Stone: “We note also that Alan Turing has direct
connections to Alan Thicke, Alan Alda, and Bruce Lee (all of whom have direct
connections to Sharon Stone), but these edges were discarded as carrying too
little current.”(emphasis mine). Of course, there is no given any evidence that
there exists anything that can be counted as current relevant to the real network
and real people!
Since the nineteen-fifties term “social distance” (or “distance between indi-
viduals”) was used to describe concept similar to “distance” in the corresponding
graph [30], [1, p.76], [31, p.69]. This concept explicitly is based on the paths in
a graph. It must be pointed out, that back in 1967 S.Milgram already noticed
difference between “distance” in the real world and in a graph: “Almost anyone
in the United States is but a few removes from the President, or from Nelson
Rockefeller, but this is true only in terms of a particular mathematical viewpoint
and does not, in any practical sense, integrate our lives with that of Nelson Rock-
efeller.” [32] The similar thoughts (when speaking about graph diameter) you
can find in [5]: “A very large diameter means that even though there is theoret-
ically a way for ties to connect any two actors through a series of intermediaries,
there is no guarantee that they actually will be connected.” (emphasis mine).
Or in [11]: “What does it actually mean in practical terms to be linked to others
on a first-name basis? A welfare mother in New York might be connected to the
president of the United States by a chain of fewer than six degrees: Her case-
worker might be on first-name terms with her department head who may know
the mayor of Chicago who may know the president of the United States. But
does this mean anything from the perspective of the welfare mother?”. So there
is no proof that there exist and we are allowed to use “paths” in the particular
real networks!
8 Transmitting messages over networks
As a good mental exercise investigation of the relation “sends messages to”
already described in [18] for two networks may be used: computer-based with
cables and communication devices like routers and switches and human-based
network which describes people with whom particular person communicates,
i.e. person is able to send any message to any person from some list. Military
structures and transmitting orders in this sense are closer to the physical network
since people are obliged to process information uniformly.
Despite the view “In the efficiency view of networks, the network simply
operates as a passive conduit of information” [33], in a human-based network,
there is no evidence that initial message will be always passed in its original
form through a long chain of actors. Of course, it can be done in an artificial
environment like in the movie “Six Degrees of Celebration” the concrete message
from a particular child was carried to the president of Russia via social ties [34].
Most probably we will get “Chinese whispers” [35] game situation where the
initial message will be lost in the chain of transmitting people. Even assuming
that people are honest and willing to pass a correct piece of information, details
usually are lost, added or transformed making almost impossible to recover in
details the initial content of the message. Transmission of information is much
more complicated, and in several publications, there is described similarity of
spreading epidemic diseases and information [36,37]. As pointed out in [38]:
”first-hand information about a disease case will lead to a much more determined
reaction than information that has passed through many people before arriving
at a given individual.”
Against possibility that message may be carried over the network through a
long chain of actors, works several observations.
First, any message can survive a limited number of transmissions ( “... a new
piece of information may only be news for a limited time. After while boredom
sets in or some other news arrive and the topic of conversation changes.” [22]). In
[39, p.206] distance of three is mentioned as crucial: “Empirically, the influence
of other persons or units on the focal person vastly declines somewhere between
two and three steps out. It is not clear theoretically why this is true.”
Second, there is a class of networks where it is impossible to reach previously
unknown addressee: “In a class of networks generated according to the model of
Watts and Strogatz, we prove that there is no decentralized algorithm capable
of constructing paths of small expected length relative to the diameter of the
underlying network).” [40].
And, third, important factors determining whether a message will be carried
or not may be hidden: “This may be because they are incorporating other in-
formation, such as who is trustworthy or who is most charismatic or talkative,
which may not be picked up in the pure network data.” [22]. And, “This may
seem counter-intuitive at first, but in fact, it formalizes a notion raised initially
– in addition to having short paths, a network should contain latent structural
cues that can be used to guide a message towards a target.” [40]. As well in-
formation can be carried in disagreement with physical laws in their mechanic
analogs: “Flow betweenness counts all paths that carry information when a max-
imum flow is pumped between each pair of vertices. In many networks, however,
neither of these cases is realistic. Both count only a small subset of possible
paths between vertices, and both assume some kind of optimality in information
transmission (shortest paths or maximum flow)” [41]
Similar doubts author can find only in the papers describing a few known
real experiments with the usage of social ties [32,42]. These tests have shown
that there is extremally high dropout rate – the number of completed chains
almost always is under 30% (from 5% till 27.5%). Judith S. Kleinfeld had found
evidence that in other S.Milgrams experiments the number of completed chains
was even lower and this number highly depends on such real-life attributes as
race and social class [43]. Also in later experiment [12] number of completed
chains was only 384 out of 24163 (1.59%). In the excellent overview of empirical
small-world studies S.Schnettler shows that there are known just 11 serious real
experiments from 1969 till 2003 all with very high drop-out rate [44].
An excellent conclusion is given in [41]: “And even in a case such as the
famous small-world experiment of Milgram [32] and Travers and Milgram [42],
or its modern-day equivalent [12], in which participants are explicitly instructed
to get a message to a target by the most direct route possible, there is no
evidence that people are especially successful in this task (emphasis
mine).”
9 Examples
In this section, the author will provide several examples of graphs and possible
conclusions obtained from them. It is easy to find examples where there is natural
and quite obvious meaning for indirect ties. Graph of citations (vertices represent
scientific publications, arcs – relation “is cited in”, paths – relation “is influenced
by”), World Wide Web (vertices represent pages or separate resources, arcs –
relation “is linked to”, paths – “is reachable from”) are a few examples of such
networks with directed relationships. It should be pointed out, that while these
networks are representing society, they still are quite tangible.
9.1 Geospatial Network Model of the Roman World
An excellent representative of a correct model is ORBIS – The Stanford Geospa-
tial Network Model of the Roman World [45], where road map of Roman Empire
can be investigated looking for shortest, fastest or cheapest routes. Various inter-
esting results can be obtained by calculations and simulation. Since the modeled
network is a physical network of roads, it is not surprising that it fits well in the
world of graphs and there is a quite obvious one-to-one correspondence between
network and graph constructs and there is no doubt that calculations provided
on the graph are backward compatible with the initial network.
9.2 Consanguinity
Fig. 7. Graph of consanguinity network.
The next example is a graph of consanguinity where depicted network con-
sists of people tied with “is a child of” relationship. Consanguinity is defined as
“being related to someone by birth” or “having a common ancestor”. Example of
such graph is given in the Figure 7, where females are marked by rings, males by
triangles and parents are placed above children. Usually, consanguinity relations
are investigated from a particular person perspective and it is possible to deter-
mine degree of kinship as a length of a specific path first going upwards (from
children to parent) and then downwards (from parent to children). Any of these
parts may be absent, but cannot be interchanged. With this restriction distance
(or degree) between people in this graph is measured in a way which completely
corresponds to the Definition 3. For example, from the A perspective, degree 1
have parents G and H, degree 2 – grandparents K, L, M and N, and sisters B
and C, degree 3 – uncle I, and degree 4 – cousins D, E and F.
It should be pointed out that calculating length of an arbitrary path without
described restriction we can conclude that two people (e.g., K and P) are con-
nected what may be completely wrong in terms of the initial network if there is
no common ancestor.
9.3 Movie actor collaboration
The popular example used in social network analysis is movie actor collaboration
network which is built using data from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb)
[46,47]. This undirected graph is built by modeling actors as vertices, and a
particular edge connects two vertices if corresponding actors performed in the
same movie. The famous parlor game “Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon” [48,49] is
based on these data.
Famous actor Sir Thomas Sean Connery in 1957 performed in the movie “Hell
Drivers” together with Wilfrid Lawson and in 1999 in the movie “Entrapment”
together with Catherine Zeta-Jones [50]. The corresponding attributed graph is
depicted in Fig. 8 a). Since W.Lawson and C.Zeta-Jones never performed in the
same movie, “distance” between W.Lawson and C.Zeta-Jones according to the
graph by definition is 2.
Fig. 8. Actor collaboration.
Traditionally, finite distances (in opposite to infinite) is the sign that partic-
ular objects are connected. However, W.Lawson passed away three years before
C.Zeta-Jones was born (1966 and 1969 respectively), so there was no possibility
in any tangible sense for C.Zeta-Jones to connect with and influence non-existing
W.Lawson.
Also, existence and content of a possible “flow” between indirectly “con-
nected” actors has not proven also for persons being alive.
9.4 Collaboration network and Erdo˝s numbers
Another popular example is the network of joint publications [47]. Each collab-
oration between coauthors of particular publication constituting the basis of the
built network is correct – each vertex corresponds to a particular author, an
edge between two vertices denotes mutual publication and, most probably, also
real collaborative work. The special case of collaboration network is attributed
graph where “distance” from the famous mathematician Paul Erdo˝s (1913 -
1996) [51] is investigated [25,52]. “Most mathematicians turn out to have rather
small Erdo˝s numbers, being typically two to five steps from Erdo˝s. (...) The very
existence of the Erdo˝s number demonstrates that the scientific community forms
a highly interconnected network in which all scientists are linked to each other
through the papers they have written.” [53]. The network is also mentioned in
[7,54]. American Mathematical Society offers the free online tool to determine
Erdo˝s number of any particular author [55].
Fig. 9. Decreasing Erdo˝s number of X without direct involvement of X. a) initial state,
b) new Y − Z publication, c) updated state
In several sources is given the impression that less Erdo˝s number is some-
how related to a higher scientific value of a particular author. However, what
exactly means “are linked through the papers” for distances greater than 1, i.e.
for persons not being co-authors? Having lower Erdo˝s number means producing
high-quality publications “by default” or it is enough to announce Erdo˝s number
as a proof of quality and the author will pass reviewing procedure to get pub-
lished? Rather not. At least author’s personal experience shows that the same
Erdo˝s number may have authors with uncomparable scientific capacity.
An interesting justification that Erdo˝s number cannot be a stable measure of
“quality” of a particular scientist is the following [56]: It is possible to decrease
Erdo˝s number of a particular author X without involvement of X himself – it is
enough if some author Y on “X social path to Erdo˝s” publish a paper with X
co-author Z and as a consequence decrease also Erdo˝s number for X (see Fig.
9).
This is an essential difference from the consanguinity network described be-
fore where relationships in the network are defined by birth of a particular person
and new relationships cannot be added without adding new actors.
If Erdo˝s numbers cannot be considered as an accurate measure of scientific
quality then is there any meaning in these numbers at all?
9.5 Disciplinarity of publications
There may be the attempt to decide disciplinarity of publications from the col-
laboration network [57]. If there are three authors being pairwise co-authors of
some publication, then it can be decided that all authors are interested in the
same subject. However, it is not always a case – as an counterexample, the author
can name himself and two persons having three pairwise connected publications
[58,59,60] with content not related to the scientific interests of the third.
10 Conclusions
Graphs are a powerful tool for the analysis of networks, and usually, concepts
and constructions from real networks are identified with graph concepts with-
out reasonable criticism. In some cases, usage of graphs cannot be admitted as
correct, especially if direct ties represent static facts.
Assuming that social networks with intransitive relationships can be modeled
in the same way as physical networks together with graph metrics based on the
concepts of path and connectivity via indirect ties are root causes of observed
problems.
If it is intended to go beyond ego and use graph metrics based on paths in
graphs, transitivity check (possibility to interpret indirect ties and prove their
transitivity) of ties in the observed network is crucial. If object-based graph
model is used, the simple check may be done by switching to fact-based model.
Without any such proof, graph metrics based on path concept should not be
used and conclusions based on indirect ties should not be made.
As well usage of popular social graph examples like collaboration graphs
should be revisited from the viewpoint of internal meaning and usefulness of the
obtained numerical values.
With the rise of machine learning more and more effort should be put on
validating of the obtained results to the network. Mechanical transformation of
results back to the real life and proceeding by them without reasonable criticism
is unacceptable.
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